RADICALLY TRANSFORM
YOUR RELATIONSHIP
IN 3 DAYS

OUR ROMANTICALLY RESTORED
400 YEAR OLD MANOR
IN LINCOLNSHIRE, UK
The Y42 radical loving retreat is a deeply nourishing beautiful
celebration of love in exquisite luxury to deepen your connection,
improve intimacy and energise your relationship.
A joyful loving journey exploring sacred sexuality and energetic
connection with deeply transformative sessions to help release
trauma to heal your heart, mindful communications to minimize
“blow-outs” and patterns sabotaging intimacy.
The retreat is full of delicious rituals in our gorgeous temples
and romantic bedrooms culminating in a glorious “sacred vows”
celebration.

Our proven strategies will transform your relationship into a
magnificent daily love affair! During our couple's retreat you'll learn
tools to instantly reignite the flame.
What to expect:
• Learn how to “fight well” & improve communication
• Eradicate sabotage patterns
• Heal trauma & gain clarity
• Re-ignite passion & sexuality
• Appreciate male/female differences
• Manage stress & tackle lack of energy/creativity
• Develop evolved masculine qualities embracing equality

"I feel like I was in a different world, never ever imagined I would
ever feel like this for my partner again!"

LOVING INTERVENTION ITINERARY
FRIDAY
2:00

Welcome & Yoga Connection to tune in

4:30

Understanding & Connection

6:00

Group Dinner

7:30

Energetic Connection, Yin Yan “homework”

“Your time here will leave you feeling fulfilled, after nourishing the
relationship and giving it the time and attention it needs to ignite
that spark again.
You’ll build a deeper connection with your partner by understanding
deeper patterns in the relationship that may not be serving you overcoming these power struggles will allow you and your partner
to take control of your relationship and truly bring out the best in
each other.”
- Rohini Emanuelsson

SATURDAY
9:00		

Yoga experience to tune in and connect

10:30

Brunch

11:30

The Divine Goddess & “homework”

3:00

Rage against the machine

3:45

Breathwork to heal trauma and open our hearts

6:30

Dinner

7:45 		

Evolved Masculinity & “homework”

"Feels like a new beginning for us, Rohini and Karl have been
extremely helpful for our growth, it's life changing."

SUNDAY
9:00

Yoga experience to tune in and connect

10:30

Brunch

11:30

Puppets to Patterns…no more!

1:00 		

The most magnificent love affair

4:30

Sacred Vows

6:00

Celebration Banquet

8:00

Taste of Tantra & “homework”

RADICAL LOVING RETREAT INCLUSIONS
With seven individually designed private rooms inside the newly
renovated manor, the romance is set to be amplified.
• 3 nights Luxury accommodation in a 400 year old newly
renovated Manor on energetic leylines, frequented by isaac
newton
• Delicious & nourishing vegetarian/vegan meals
• Healthy snacks- protein balls, nuts, fresh fruits, herbal teas and
coffee
• All dynamic workshops, classes and sacred Ceremonies
• Daily yoga and or breathwork classes
• Tangible support on what to do next
• A decadent gift bag full of fun for the journey

INVESTMENT
£1,950 per couple
(Including Pre & Post Radical Couples Coaching call)
Join us in the most decadent and luxurious setting
to rekindle your love affair.

"WHERE THERE IS LOVE,
THERE IS LIFE."
- MAHATMA GANDI

ROCKET-FUEL ALL PARTS OF YOUR LIFE WITH
THE MOST MAGNIFICENT LOVE AFFAIR
Our relationship is now our number one priority, the foundation for
everything in our life. It’s the rocket fuel which energises, inspires
and fills us full of love so we can share that energy with those
around us. We are deeply passionate about helping create a more
loving joyful compassionate world — through powerful radical
loving couples.

WE NEED A RADICAL
LOVING INTERVENTION

On this discovery call with Rohini you will learn 4 pillars to instantly
transform your relationship. If you're willing to do whatever it takes,
this is the radical intervention your love is longing for!

FAQ
Is there any nudity?
You will be doing exercises to experience emotional, mental and
physical intimacy. We will be guiding you through those. We will be
covering sacred sexuality and principles of Tantra – with invitation
for “homework” in the privacy of your bedroom. It’s all very discreet
and not awkward at all….just fun and loving.

Do we have to share our intimate details with the group?
Most of the experiences and exercises is just with your partner.
There is no pressure to share anything with the small group, unless
you would like to.

Is this a Yoga or Meditation Retreat?
No, this isn’t about a specific practice and no experience is
required – we do more of that at our radical wellbeing retreat. This
is about fun, exploration, understanding each other and connection

What happens before and after retreat?
We kick start your journey for radical loving with a coaching call,
we cover the fundamental principles for a magnificent love affair.
This enables you to take stock of your relationship and understand
where you both might like to focus. There will be suggestions for
“homework” prep so you have a deeper more joyful experience

FAQ
Will I be hungry?
You will be well fed! Plentiful Vegetarian/Vegan healthy nutrition to
give you lots of energy, and access to snacks, juices, smoothies as
you want.
Can we get the same benefit from weekly coaching calls?
To learn a language, 1 hour weekly or throw yourself middle
of nowhere Spain? That is why our powerful immersive
transformational Retreats work, even for couples who have
had years of traditional relationship counselling! It’s more than
a cerebral exercise, it's embodying it every moment, every
interaction and every decision.
Is this retreat expensive compared to others?
There is no other immersive retreat like this; other high end
couples coaching programs can cost £10,000 without a retreat
experience. Our coaching and retreat covers all the aspects of
experiencing an extraordinary relationship. It’s in an exclusive
indulgent setting, so you have privacy and personal support to kick
start your new Magnificent Romance.
Why should I book this instead of a romantic holiday together?
Holidays are a great escape, however will not address the
fundamental root causes of sabotage patterns and lack of
connection in daily life. This retreat is a circuit breaker which
will forever change your relationship and understanding of each
other. We trained with the best around the world to improve our
relationship, as that was what was needed to educate ourselves
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